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Introduction

Following the publication in 1987 of the extremely popu-

lar Worst Canadian Stories, Volumes 1 and 2, which I compiled
and edited, rumors began to circulate that I had written all

those stories myself under 23 different names. In a way,
this was a big compliment, because it would take a great deal

of skill indeed not only to write badly well enough (if you
know what I mean) to simulate the writing of an untalented
amateur but to do so in 23 distinct styles as well.

Now the truth can be told: most of the stories were in

fact ghost-written by me and a group of selected colleagues.
However, a few were bona fide specimens of bad writing from
my private files, and some of the fakes were pretty close
parodies of actual published stories by Canadian writers.

No doubt, the same charges of deception will be leveled
against me with regard to The First Charnel House Anthology

of Bad Poetry. Nevertheless, I insist that all the poems in

this collection are the real McCoy. Many of them come from
my private file of vanity press writing, which includes both
manuscript pages and books. Other poems were sent to me by

my various contacts, who kept their eyes peeled for bad
stuff in literary magazines or who gladly sent thick packages
of unreturnable manuscripts that were destined for the gar-
bage. A few amateur poets gave me their work personally and
allowed me to use it. One poet in this collection, William
McGonagall , was a famous Scottish poet whose work is in the
public domain. And I've even included one of my own poems.
(All it needs is a tune and it would make a nice country &

western song, I'm sure.)
To the best of my knowledge, all the authors' names are

real. At any rate, I haven't changed anyone's name. Some
poems in my file have no name on them, so they are attributed
simply as "author unknown." Two names have been withheld for

personal reasons.
As a matter of form, the copyright of this book is in

behalf of the authors. I wouldn't want legal ownership of
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The First Chavnel House Anthology

their works any more than I'd want a stray cat with mange.
If any author demands payment for a poem reprinted here with-
out permission, he can have it, no problem.

Although I am the editor, I have not corrected any of
the poems. All the mistakes have been left in, and I have
followed the original form of each poem as closely as poss-
ible.

Since it is my intention to do a series of anthologies
like this one -- perhaps one a year -- readers are invited
to send in bad poetry, either their own or from any source
whatever, for future volumes. There's no deadline. If the
stuff is bad enough, it will probably get used at some point,
and all contributors will get a copy. (Editors: feel free

to pass along the worst stuff that crosses your desk.)
I believe that bad poetry should be published because

it represents the true underground poetry of our culture and
because it's quite simply a lot of fun to read. Not many
poetry books have been known to liven up a dull party, but
you can bet your last bottle of Dr. Pepper that this one
will. Try it and see for yourself. However, I accept no

responsibility for any harm to persons, clothing, or furni-
ture resulting from uncontrolled fits of laughter -- or from

expressions of outrage by those who have no sense of humor.

Crad Kilodney
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Of Bad Poetry

Kent Clair Chamberlain

Blustering Buffet Of Weighty Promise

Don't
Dip your Salad Green with a

Rounded
Spoon, Or you will Come to

Grief.
Nor

Wing the Heaped Potatoes
Mashed in

Glee, with An Off- -Color
Knife for
Thrusty Blade.

And, Never Scoop the Varied
Gravy

Upside down or Underhand, or you'll
Exit,

Late,

In more Mannerisms Than One!
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Ernie Freedom

if el vis was a goalie

if el vis was a goalie
he wouldn't lose a game
he'd stop every puck that came his way
he'd be in the goddamn hall of fame

(chorus)

o el vis, i know you'd have shutouts
on a string
oh lord the saves you'd make with your glove & pads
jesus mercy it makes me scream

if el vis was a goalie
they'd play hockey in tennessee
with that amazing fucking goalie
stoppin pucks for you & me

(chorus)
if el vis was a goalie
the other assholes wouldn't score
& since he'd be in nets all the time
the world would be safe from rock 'n' roll

(chorus)
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Of Bad Poetry

Richard Caddel

shark fishing with spear and spoon

rapid eye movement picks up

"my only carriage"
in the water

"every day the bucket "

clear sky sunlight
everyone's laughing
somewhere below
a great hoax

is swimming

W. S. Allen

benign

football of
stone of
blossom of you can't

beat steam, and swoze
pistons tone-cart, pistoned. and swoze
gave them
the rubber poke out in open

sand, let swoze
elope from RED. drank he
pine-wave, rocks
threw themselves

.
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Connie Fox

3.

Bad- Friday tenebrae altar-
stripped dead Christ
spinal sword slow
miracle-walk back
to the taken-for-granted
puts the smoking mirror
in my hand; s

why can't they see in

the enigma of their anguish
the fur-skin eye- fire

glossalalial whoosh-
flickering of cradle-song
tongues cantataing pack-clan-tribe
is ALL,
old dead desert mutual-funds Mom

and her grand
Macho/Macha

my children.
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Of Bad Poetry

Connie Fox

8.

I death-vine river flower into

equatorial -umbil ical aura-centered
self
hiding small from the market-anguish
ego- fission polar deathwinds
of bio-political
inevitability.

1.

the clarity of crystal skull night
comes
after the aphroditic masturbatory
mirror-price
has been paid,

the 4 crystal quarters quartered
and drawn,
Trinidad vultures
and Tiahuanaco condors
merge, the ice-age rafts
sail toward Amazonas,
rain- heavy plumed slime
Spider- Fate mother-weaving
our souls from birth to

hell

,

Our Lady of Foam,
hungry blood Lord Sun.
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Connie Fox

6.

Uktena, Uktena, bring me your light,
cut out my heart and fill me with night,
god in my forehead and crystal my brain
make me a thrall of the mud and the rain,
hold up my heart to the blood-serpent skies,
blind me and open my ladder-spine eyes,
killing is power
and death makes me grow,
blindness is sight,
to forget is to know,
surround me in water
and drown me in flame,
come out of Nothing
and tell me my name.

7.

The blood head hungry
Jaguar Sun
devours the Reverend
Design Darwin
of my
uncoiling glacial fire dark flood
mind
anticipating the final yuga-fire
wind
sting of the
dying hornet
stars

.
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Marcia Southwick

I Awaken

My son wakes me

and says mother
the birds never arrive,

they die in mid-air.

listen closely,
do you hear their bones

falling to the ground?

No and I get up,

smoothing away the impression
my body makes on the bed.

My daughter
throws her dolls

into the river;

she says mother
I can feel a shadow coming,
longer than this river

(a crocodile
drags her reflection
under the water)

and it is not a shadow,
it is what the trees
go into.

A nightmare sat
like a bird
on my chest:

now I am a bird
but I used to be like you--
a young married woman
who 1 iked to knit.
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Really, you are a weasel
and you are envious
as you enter the closet
to destroy my dresses.

I take the children to town
where a puppet
representing the oldest woman

is carried through the square
and sawn in hal f

;

if I die, don't be afraid.
Before I rise,
I will waste plenty of time

counting the grains of barley
you scatter over my grave

I know there's a heavy rain
no one can fix.

Before it arrives

,

it passes
through the numb hearts
of the dead;

it soaks their clothes
until they wake.
It almost drowns them.

I know I will take up my needle
and stretch a thread over the water

so the dead can cross safely
hand over hand.
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Of Bad Poetvy

Chicky Pearl

Autumn Dilemma

I was going to cross
the street to pick up

a dead cat.

But it was raining.

Robert Adler

The Damsel

One day I slipped on an orange peel,

And fell into a deep, dark sewer,
Where I met a beautiful damsel.

Barry Cohen

Cellular Disorder

Growing and growing,
CI ump by cl ump,

Spreading all over,
Then it dies, or gets cut away,
Life must be boring
As a tumour.
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Author Unknown

solo polo
angler angels in pores' conciet
bladetrace lastclock release

escapementors mole dawnsoil
oscillate the impure dusk

puppets persist dreaming cysts
as forgotten flown ones
decode a magnificent morsel

blast the bitch action
snow pianos abduct god from sky

Chris Harrison

Insignificant Indiscretion

You are alone in a white room.
Pictures of the Brady Bunch surround you.
There is a candle in front of you.
You place your hand in the flame
your nerves are alive,
but you dare not remove it.

This is your punishment for your
sin.

The flesh has blistered and has

begun to fall off in black strips.
You slice the rest with the
silvered blade,
but as the blood trickles you
realize that you must kill

again and again.
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Of Bad Poetry

Leota S. Semones

My Father's World

This is my Father's world;
Satan has it in a swirl.

He is the prince and power of the air;

His power is everywhere.

This is my Father's world;
Someday Satan's works will be unfurled.
Christ is coming soon;
Satan will be doomed.

This is my Father's world;
Someday peace will be hurled--
Peace for one, peace for all--
All that heeded the Savior's call.

Flying For Our Country

Flying, flying, our airmen are on the go,

Protecting our country—this we all know.
Flying, flying, over land and sea,
All our forces fighting for our liberty.

The conflict of the ages is worldwide;
Stand up, patriot! Stand with pride!
We will keep our flag flying high.

Our U.S.A., the greatest country of all,
Helps 'most everyone who pleads or calls.
Yes, helping fight in Vietnam,
We believe in freedom throughout the lands.

Flying, flying, over dangerous mountai ntops

,

Dropping food and supplies to those without food crops.
Flying, flying, God is looking on;
He has the power to keep our country strong.
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Name Withheld

SLEEP

SPIDERS
IN THE NIGHT
HANGING, WATCHING
FRIGHTNINGLY
SPEAKING THROUGH THE LIGHTS
FRIENDS OF MINE
ALL THE TIME
TOGETHER,
YET APART
I WILL HOLD YOUR HEART
BREATHING IN MY HANDS
I SMELL SILENCE
TOUCHING TENTICLES
OF BLACK ROT
I DRAW BACK
POISEN
A VILE THOUGHT
THIS ACT OF PLEASURES
REMEMBERING VOICES
TOUCHING WORDS
WITH LAUGHING HANDS
SPEAKING IN A LANGUAGE
FORGOTTEN
SLEEP
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Of Bad Poetry

Name Withheld

ONE

I WILL COMMAND MY EYES

TO PUNCH HOLES IN YOUR FACE

THIS FOCUS

IS AN ENDLESS CYCLE
AN ENDLESS CIRCLE

HALLOW
SHALLOW
BREATHE
FIGHT THIS THING
THAT BITES YOU

IN YOUR DREAMS
SCREAMS
THE FLAVOR IS YELLOW

EYES,ALONE
IN THE ROOM
OF MIRRORED THOUGHTS
YOU MUST LOOK INSIDE
PULL OFF YOUR SKIN
BEGIN
YOUR EYES ARE MINE
I WILL SWALLOW YOUR HEART
YOU WILL FIND A DOOR
ENTRANCE IS ENDLESS
I WILL REMOVE YOUR FACE
HAND IT TO YOU
YOU WILL THANK ME
IN THE MORNING
YOU WILL CRY
YOU MUST NOT DIE
THESE TEETH, THAT HOLD YOU
I WHISPER RABBIES
IN YOUR EAR

YOUR BIRTH HAS BEGUN
ONE
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John Taylor

MUSEUM (Like, mine today, yours tomorrow.)

.. as the observeable point of establishment
was reached yet unrecognized by many the active

involvement of walk-up to it however turned
wasteful beyond which anything more of prospect

or effort for it lost its fresh vitality of
worth except for being a thing that is or scene

to be looked at as bread would become burnt
toast if not watched and was realized by some a

wash-out was what the establishment consti-
tuted in part of amounted to beside (s) a living

money bank whereat earlier involved new men
and women in occupation had danced like peacock

-blue birds of paradise even making unusual
calls upside down looking for things to find to

interpret without a thought of precondition
about being odd or queer as was insisted appar-

ently by quite a number of others and sound
of all the legal rigmarole which put also irate

true by-standers out of what was called em-

ployment only to employers for a year and cycle
and never for or of oneself regardless e.g.

of the effect upon the individual's personal lo

-cational endeavours in accordance to bogus
taxonomy (established) proceeds procedures pro-

ceedings outsated outworn outclassed thence
the saturation over the completed establishment

in relative respect to whatever and acceded
to by strong invigilators like law agents them-

selves or not particularly had to be put in

perspective itself and or cut out to take in an
appropriate load of each other's wash for a

change to retain an imperative freshness unable
before and was wondered by more whether the

revealed expended parts could remain without at
least adjustment for the better for ever so

out of touch with the pure valid source - since
fountains had cracked - but for unexpressed

Pickwickian rumblings of unres ponded- to brocade
impossible of course to penetrate absolute-

ly unlike the life-like exhibits kept on show ..
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Of Bad Poetry

MENU

before i lived in concentration camps

my mother cooked my oatmeal porridge
so she made me survive
and that's why i remember
the thirties
and not the forties

HOLES

in my hands are holes you drilled them
many times you let me down
absent are my brains you killed them
but i'm glad you're back in town

RING

in substance
flesh & blood

in form
a body

in spirit
a power

but it takes more
for one's surviving

so there is occultism
and i live in the witches' ring

that's round about the gallows
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Author Unknown

ABSURD OR NORMAL

Jack Crash ,the novel writer
suffocated his book in a gallon of bear

Albert Fury the poet
left his head at the dry cleaners
and his words choked

I passed them on the way
to see my optician

But that was yesterday..

DEMOCRACY

Three apolitical clowns
on a tightrope

- With scissors to short cut the performance

A SMALL POWER REVOLUTION

The child sat on a postage stamp
The queen suffocated
The child is now Queen

WHAT ELSE

If you keep two traffic wardens in a bottle
One will shout hello
The other will book you
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Of Bad Foetry

Jon Daunt

WHY LARRY MADE A BOMB

He placed it inside

an electric vibrating dildo

and snuck it inside Bertha's
Massage Parlor in Utica, New York.

The prosecutor enters
magazine photos into evidence:

Middle-American protoplasm
splattered in Bertha's waiting room.

"I did it to affirm
our First Amendment rights," says Larry
on the stand, in his wheelchair. One glance
at the jury reminds him
of his penis growing hard
plunging deep into a whore's wonderhole,
working her up to a frenzy.
Never again.

The prosecutor
during a recess meets the blonde juror
in a janitor's closet up the hall. "Take me
in your mouth," he gasps.
"No, me first," she whispers.
With one hand squeezing a sponge,
her foot in a bucket, she comes.

He leaves her, calls
his wife, asks her to bring him
another suit. "Anything else?" she says.
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Jon Daunt

THE DAY I SPILLED THE BATTERY ACID

I embraced a tree of thorns,

rescue squad
hauled me down,

the sirens

.

HAIKU

Birds fly across skies
in stormy weather; aren't I a

good haiku writer?

ASSASSIN'S LOVE POEM

There once was a penis named Binky
Whom the rumor mill claimed to be Slinky,

But when panting with heat
Sweet Nell begged for the meat,

All she got was a Hostess Twinkie.
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Of Bad Poetry

Samuel Conrad Smith

Now, my uncle Bubblehead Kokomo Vermouth
Is a great believer in his brand of truth.

But he is a prophet
Who has found no profit

In telling his truths to today's uncouth youth.

Now, young Mr. Rufus R. Rowe
Is feeling so exceedingly low.

He would like to retrorse
Back to the days of the horse.

He is tired of all this go-go.

I'm a young limerick writer, me.

Don't feel a day over ni nety- three

.

Some say I stink.
Well, I still think

That this is the land of the free.

Risky

Oh, it's quite risky
To get frisky
On a jug of whiskey
And drive a carsky.
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Crad Kilodney

The Tears I Cry On My Pillow

The tears I cry on my pillow
Make the bedbugs feel sorry for me,
The pain and heartache that keep me wide awake
Break the heart of each louse and each flea.

The ants and the spiders beside me

Share my loss of a love that was true,
The centipede said as I lay on my bed
That we'd never find another like you.

The mosquitoes and flies make their own little cries,
The nits and the silverfish moan,
It's the song that they sing as I pull on my ding,
Oh, why have you left me alone?

Please come back to us soon, for we've changed our tune,
We're all ready to make up with you,
The maggots and ticks have come up with new tricks,
And we'll throw in some buggery too.
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Of Bad Poetry

Herbert Zittau

The Sixth Sense

I marked the elevator's ascent;

The floor-numbers shifted: 4th ,5th...

"Can you guess where it will stop?" I asked the lady

waiting with me.

I had some knowledge of her.

When the light flashed 11, she said: "34th."

I said: "Between 31 st and 39 th."

Now the numbers slipping by

Were in the para-psyche units like the boys and girls
of a village dance

And every few beats one of the dancers called out a number,
And it is this number -group which governed the ascent which

stopped at the 34 th.

In a joint and generous impulse the dancers placed a

pine-cone wreath on my forhead
Which I transferred to the lady's for now we were in love.
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Hal J. Daniel III

BLANCHE

's car drowns out
just as an attack
of cramps thunders
across her sweet '

n

salty belly. . . last
night's beans

.

Lightning 'n gulley
washer rain veer
her off the road,
soaking her not-so-
tight distributor
cap 1

n coil .

Nixing Carolina
electrocution 'n

drowning, she pours

coffee from a Dixie
Queen cup, lets go

in the 16 ouncer.

Plastic lid on the

almost brimmed cup
of lentil ca-ca, she

sets it gently in

her back seat A & P

garbage bag.

Sputteri n
1

, bucki n
1

,

listening to Chopin
n BB King, Blanche
drives to MacDonald's
in the dog day sun. .

.

singing, farting.

Depositing the full

poke in their THANK YOU

trash can, she orders

another cup of coffee,
shuffles to the pink

toilet.
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Happy 'n cooling,
alone 'n relieved,
grateful 'n ready,

she wipes smiling

at peace.

Slicing brains
all day in Anatomy,
long purple dress,

brown skin, green eyes,

she becomes my silent
summer orchid.

Ernst Bloehardt

Writer's Block

my freezer's maw
is stuffed with meat

my lover plots

our evening treat

i stockpile cash
at Commerce bank

my life is full

my page is blank

Dog Bite

time's witless bitch waits
in shadows as i enter
the alley of days

.
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Les Cammer

the manipulator
went into the
manipulator building
followed by all the

manipulatees
and the manipulator
said to the manipulatees
if you listen to me
ill salve your egos
and they listened to him
and he dragged them all down
the toilet

Author Unknown

washingmachine
holy body
of the Northern
well wishers

Sheila Melnyk

THE LIE

If you love me love me true then 111 be with you all day
threw.

Stay with me till the sun falls down, never laugh never cry
never tell any lie.

I will laugh I will cry I will tell all the lies.
Lissen love lissen please here I beg on my knees, a womans

love is strong an true
I will never make you blue, just tell me love where not

threw.
But goodby dont you cry I guess its time for a lie.
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Craig Peter Standi sh

I SING THE SONGS OF A SEA SICK CYCLOPS

I sing the songs of a sea sick cyclops,
I sing them night and day:

I sing the songs of a sea sick cyclops,
they pass the time away.

I sing the songs of a sea sick cyclops,
all through the day and night:

I sing the songs of a sea sick cyclops,
sometimes to the moon shining bright.

I sing the songs of a sea sick cyclops,
it's as sad as it is true:
I sing the songs of a sea sick cyclops,
in a voice of many a hue.

I sing the songs of a sea sick cyclops,
and sometimes the lyrics are blue:
I sing the songs of a sea sick cyclops,
there's nothing I'd rather do!

I sing the songs of a sea sick cyclops,
and I've done so all my life:
I sing the songs of a sea sick cyclops,
and have a sea sick cyclops as a wife!
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Lee Lutz

OLD MAN # 1

Because my semen spurtles out
in dribs and drabs,
thin as drool

,

I lick it off my scaling,
tremulous fingers,
wasting not, wanting not.

Ft almost tastes like Clorox.
Afterward, smacking my chapped lips,

feeling cleaner, disinfected,
I consecrate what's left of my life
to hateful ness.

Jack Evans

MORE NEWS

a Buick is discovered
beneath the pilings, in the driver's

seat, a heap of human
bones. "He just went out

for seafood", the widow sobs,
and in the back seat

the lobsters
he had purchased

huddle together, their thoughts
unknowable

.
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John Grey

Practice

slash
bash
smash
crash
gash
splash
clash
dash
lash

mash
gnash
trash

a serial killer
must practice
all this in his bedroom
so that
at the critical time

he does nothing
rash

Author Unknown

THE JOLLY PEOPLE

The jolly people who have not a care.
From morning till night they feel not ustere.

For what they feel so for form our home.
Cause never there will you here a moan.

See what I mean to feel not a care.
For you can also be free as the air.

Just like a carefree grain of sand.
You can be a jolly man.
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Gus Franza

MEDITATION

I always dream that death
wears a gas mask
and that this ugly snout
is what saves it from Death.
And then I think:

It is ugliness that saves us aged.
Look at George Burns & Salvador Dal

i

(Who at this writing in 1988 are alive).
Look at Martha Ray.

Three manikins of life
who have not Death

.

They wear the snout
and getting uglier
will not be counted out.

So the worl d goes

.

I know it in my toes.

from a book of days

Noon - and the cicadas sing
In fields of summer --

And the church bells ring.
And down the road manure steams.
All the images affect my dreams.
For dreams are only what we see & hear.
Transformed by Nature's Godly Ear.

Yes, cicadas sing
And church bells ring
And country roads diverge,
But dreams are fraught
With things untaught
Which Time can never purge.
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Robert Franza

Back, son! Mollusks!
And, my ancient wheatena boy of bulk,

including my privacy
you have halted nothing but your own mothers-in-law,
you prevailing absurd humming arabesque you.

A beveled tongue in a cypress
fermenting black crocheted statues
was seen coughing
its wiped mouth out,
which, with permission to enter,
continues to gnaw at my glands.

While fearing elastic
and the expanses of lucid rice paddies
in my living room,
I lodge an order at a green retail store
in a farming community
for complaining time
and used bird gnashing equipment.

dialectical cows invade
you then me,

making spaghetti of
parts inward with grass death
and the happy miasma

sullen in trenches glued
on fields of always

,

elevation songs burn
in Castro's mother's cigar-
smoking armpits like...
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Robert Franza

"I don't think women
should make so much

noise when they piss.

At least not the noise

of migrant headaches,
the noise of turning
snot into pencil lead,

the noise of beaming knees,

the noise of destroying
my fear of cheese."

Broken nuns were
spaghetti mouthed
and
developing
bel iefs

in twined references
to a yellow fascist man,

a savior of dog's napkins.

She wore an evening tarpaulin
leaning back garage door style,
chainsaw where between her legs

should be.

Empty beach sneakers, no feet,

the blessed gas can head.

She was me, a silent
fledged receptacle,
just happening in seductive
weather wet with
the natural electric,
crooning motion in waves.
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Martin Wackernagel

ODE

The ADA recommended Listen' ne

at the same time our kisses went dead.

It was in the years I was a Marine
and the glory had gone to my head.

But my breath was so foul you choked
and complained that I wasn't hygienic.
I got so violently provoked
that my behavior turned Ari stophani c

.

Then I made a trip to the dentist
and it changed the world for me.
When he said, "Listerine,". the words rent this
veil that had fallen between me & thee.

The glory that went to my head,
that made me a fighting Marine,
meant nothing compared to the bed

that I shared with you thanks to

Listerine.
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Kristen Frew

LEONARD AND CORRECTIONS

Leonard says,

"Don't worry there'll be

at least three
things wrong."

He means missed
proofreading and come out

i n pri nt dead wrong,
maybe no comma--a runon

clause then not haulted so bumps

straight into the next one,

or words no tsepera ted--

a collision of letters, so

have to work harder for

meaning cumming.

Leonard says,
"Misspelled Poems

are not taken seriously."

Maybe Misspelled poems
are not serious, really.
Or maybe unspeled words mean.
Somethin

else. "Spys" are not concerned
about their "Y"s--don't miss
Their "ie'^— don't wonder about
reasons... ie don't care y
obsession is something
almost tangible to sleep with...
or regret .. .Maybe the "Spys"
don't want their "ies"

ie...I could have...ie
I would have. . .ie I'm

old, I'm fat.

Leonard also says,
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"Energy is something
He doesn't really, but he

would if he thought
the poet
drove to fast
around the corners
left the comma behind;
that the "I want to leave you" clause
bumps into the "but I can't" clause
and isn 1 tseperated with a semicolon
from "I'm unhappy" or that

The poet will miss at least
three things
come back gutter roadside
pick them up later,
when poet finds out
whats missing, forgotten or
additionally necessary--

Like the poet understands now
why the poet missed the bus

home on purpose,
why the poet cried all night
over a dead rabbit
in the front lawn,
why the poet picks up
pencils for paper.
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CD. Wright

REMARKS ON COLOUR

1. highway patched with blacktop, service station at the

crossroads
2. creme soda in the popbox, man sitting on the popbox
3. a fully grown man
4. filthy toilets, you can hold it a little while longer
5. shacks ringed with day lilies, then a columned house in

shade
6. condensation off the soybeans
7. someone known as Skeeter
8. his whole life
9. flatbed loaded with strip-ed melons
10. Lopez's white car at JB's mother's house
11. katydids crepitating in the tall grass

12. gar wrapping itself in your line
13. gourds strung between poles
14. imagine a tribe of colour-blind people, and there could

. easily be one, they would not have the same colour
concepts as we do

15. that's trumpet vine; that's what we call potato vine
16. no potatoes come of it though
17. no potatoes I know
18. I come back here about three years ago to see if I could

eek out a living then I run onto Rhonda
19. help me Rhonda help help me Rhonda
20. E-Z on E-Z off
21. out of wedlock, wedlocked
22. plank nailed across kitchen doorway for a bar; living

room turned into dance floor
23. drinking canned heat
24. the shit can make you permanently blind
25. sizzling nights
26. what do you suppose became of Fontella Bass
27. get your own sound then notes go with your sound - it's

like a colour, my colour I'm black, brown with a little
red-orange in my skin;

28. red looks good on me
29. and yet we could imagine circumstances under which we

would say, these people see other colours in addition
to ours
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30. what the Swede concluded; if you want to know what's the

matter with blacks in America study the other side of
the colour line

31. I'm just telling you what the man figured out

32. there is, after all, no commonly accepted criterion for

what is a colour, unless it is one of our colours
33. check this:

34. at the time of his death Presley's was the second most
reproduced image in the world

35. the first was Mickey Mouse
36. Lansky Brothers - down on Beale - outfitted the johns of

Memphis
37. and Elvis
38. R-U ready for Jesus R-U packed up

39. just don't compare me to any white musicians
40. the symphony they got seventy guys all playing one note
41. take me witcha man when you go
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Dina Pali ska

Unfocused Illusions

Like an engine without a throttle
The mind is like a twisted bottle
As time runs out and messages in

Mangled thoughts battle within

Things we find aren't always good
Nothing is as it should
Why does sadness lurk in thee
Happy can you ever be?

Bazl Bee

HEART-THROB (AN ODE TO BLOOD)

PUMP THAT BLOOD
SEND IT THROUGH MY VEINS
I CAN FEEL IT FLOWING
GIVING OXYGEN TO MY BRAIN.
OH YOU ROSY RED LIQUID
WITHOUT YOU LIFE WOULD BE DRAB
AND IF I CUT MYSELF
I KNOW YOU'LL CLOT & SCAB

YOUR ANTIBODIES KEEP ME HEALTHY & ALIVE
AND YOUR PRESSURE NEVER RISES
& IF I GIVE YOU TO THE RED CROSS
YOU'LL HELP OTHERS THROUGH THEIR CRISES

MY HEART MAY NOT LOOK LIKE A VALENTINE
BUT IT PUMPS YOU THROUGH ME OH SO FINE
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Bazl Bee

IN SANDERS FIELDS

IN SANDERS FIELDS
THE ROOSTERS CROW
INTO THRIFT BOXES & BUCKETS
THEY SOON WILL GO

REVOLVING BARRELS
IN THE SKY
SUCH POROUS SKIN
IT MAKES ME CRY

NAKED & SHAMELESS
THE BASKETS LOWER
DRIPPING & CRISP
THE GAME IS OVER

AN EMPTY BARN
IN YONDER GROVE
AN EMPTY SKILLET
UPON THE STOVE
A SILENT ECHO
IN THE SKY
THE FORLORN POULTRY
DOOMED TO DIE

WE ALL ARE SILENT
THE DEATH KNELL TOLLS
THE MAJESTIC CHICKEN &

THE FRANCHISE OF LOST SOULS
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Bill Coady

Revelation

A revelation
When revealed,
Is a thing of beauty,
If it is real

.

Hi ppies

A phony mustache and long hair,

Even sideburns thrown in for spares,
Show a lack of culture, education and grace
To a person
With a contemptuous face!

When I Stood Upon A Hill

!

When I stood upon a hill

Whereupon I stood so very still,
What I saw gave me a thrill

To think that God
Made such a hill

To overlook nature's
Working-mill

!

When I stood upon a hill!
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Minnie Dal ton

Crumbs of Comfort

Little crumbs on the sea--
Trying hard to be free,
Forgotten are their cares--
Will someday think of thee.

Little crumbs ride the waves,
Hear the sounds from the deep;
Beneath the restless waves
Are loved ones asleep?

Little crumbs, listen well,
There is something to hear,
There is a whisper sweet,
Bring it to someone dear.

Little crumbs on the sea
Trying hard to be free,
Music comes from the deep,
Crumbs of comfort for thee.
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Minnie Dal ton

Lights

Lights must be kept burning
When driving in a fog,

To make a safer world,
When driving in the smog.

Lights must be kept burning
So that people can see.
And safely travel on

To the place they must be.

Lights must be kept burning,
The lights will be a guide,
In a safe good journey,
No one will turn aside.

Lights must be kept burning
When driving in a fog,

The journey will be safe,
Never end in a bog.
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Come Home

Bread on the waters, please come home,
Bring back the crumbs that ride the foam,

Crumbs of comfort, blessed heart's ease,
Forever there, forever please.

Bread on the waters that cross seas
Are guided by a gentle breeze,
Crumbs of comfort that touch a hand
Send a thought to a distant land.

Bread on the waters, please come home,
Mission over no longer roam,
Crumbs of comfort that rides the waves
Love is the touch that gently saves.

Bread on the waters, time has past,
Crumbs of comfort forever last,
They cannot stay, forever roam,
Are best of all when they come home.
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Minnie Dal ton

Little Birds

Little birds are flying by,

Going to their winter home,

They light in grainfields and eat,
Saying goodbye to the loam.

Little birds are flying by,

They seem to know where to stop,
They come back to the same place,
Where they found the last year's crop.

Little birds are flying by,

Always flying the same way,
Heaven built a road they know,
They never forget for a day.

Little birds are flying by,

They know where to eat and drink.
Their course is always so sure,
With never a missing link.
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Minnie Dal ton

God Can Guide America

Come back, ye little children,
That we knew in yesteryear,
Pledge allegiance to our Flag,

The land that we hold dear.

Remember the Stars and Stripes,
The country for which it stands,
Respected around the world,
Mercy and Justice demands.

Under God indivisible,
It will reach a higher state,
Where all the little children
Remember to elevate.

Come back, ye little children,
That we knew in yesteryear,
God can guide America,
There will be nothing to fear.
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Author Unknown

A FEELING

What is it like to be in love

Is it the soft and warm touch of another
Or the mixed emotions that you try to shove
Yet a different love from your mother

As you grow you begin to learn
Sometimes too fast for your own thoughts
And you will find that love does burn
Even with money love cannot be bought

Alas I have found what I have sought
Through the trials and errors of manhood
For love is something that cannot be taught
Just like a baby for the first time that stood

Author Unknown

Contemplator

As the steam dissipates into the air
I think that I, too, will soon be there.
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Symbiosis

Algae and fungi

,

oyster and oyster crab,

hermit crabs and hydroids,
is it not true of humans?

Scummy Serpent

Sign of Serpentine,
many like you, many like me,

froth, foaming, refuse,
worthless and vile creatures,
rapists, junkies, murderers,
Hence-forth, scum.

Stagnate Water

Victum of stalemate,
Amoeba thriving on the slimy surface,
masses of protoplasm once found
only in fresh water ponds,
now take time to look around,
stagnation existing everywhere,
Amoeba swarming.
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J. Patrick McGinn

Social Studies Is Life

We learn in social studies
How we work and 1 ive,

How we make iron ore,
And to other people, impressions we

give.

We learn of past history
And of social manners,
Of ancient caveman,
And of the work of canners.

We study politics and how public
Thought can turn,
Maps, too, should merit an inquiry,
Our interest and concern.

Ed Orr

Incontinence

We make love
when the dogs bark,

when they bark like dogs
and when they bark like trees,

spiked blossoms in their heart.
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Wayne Nelson

LOTS OF PAIN FOR WAYNE

I ' ve seen a lot of pain
More than the average guy named Wayne.
I've seen the worst side of life
Society is twisting the knife.

Now my friends are far behind
My mind is in a bind.

They're all almost gone
That's why this is a sad song.

Now I'm walking this lonely road
It's hard, it's making me feel old
But I've got to do it alone
Or God will never bring me home.

I ' ve used a lot of junk
Society considered me a punk
But it's a long way away
But God will bring me home someday.
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Author Unknown

In the Quiet Night

In the quiet night
Change came to effect my sight
Tried not to remain the same
And effect me more than the game
Rules allowed
Stalking around
I move in or out to gain or lose my ground
Equality is the sound
I effect you as you effect me
A law of decree
Told by the quiet night to me
For it must also equal its spree

Author Unknown

I'ave Said Hello

I wish I had a beer
to sit here

and drink to the morning dew,
and whistle a tone

to the fading moon
as it slipes behind the sun.
Then when Tarn throught

and leave my chair
rocking there,

I'll know I'ave said hello.
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Author Unknown

HELLO, MUNCIE/

Hello,Muncie/ Muncie, Indiana
the town by the road,
in the spring you make a sheen,
where the other towns have bean,
you're my kind of town.

People laughing and working,
going to the river for a prune,

in time to the tune,
leases a piece of rock formations,
tell me, are they from the moon?

It is night and the city
is a glow,
the people, most of them are in bed,
waiting for the next day,

to work for another dollar,
and another month's pay.
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Author Unknown

Send no more aid to Pakistan

Love is really a spleandered thing,
that means so much to people,
but it means nothing to one

person,
when it isn't returned.

Not by presents, playthings, or any other stuff,
but only by care and understanding,

that's the only way, to make him feel,
the self-appointed reason,

to give and not to recieve.

Why not tell him
you care,
or just tell or speak of it

sometimes

,

he's all alone,
not sleeping or eating,
and soldiers are raping his wife and changing

his home,
but we say, "It's none of our concern."

We are blaming a nation, next to his,

a country that needs aid and underwear,
a people that are too proud to say,
"America/ Where are you? We need your aid. Help us."
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Author Unknown

WORK

AT through life man must work
Swimming through life as if a Purch.
Why not be like the shady bum
Who seems to have a life of peace and calm.

Why must I stay in this situation
When I'm heavily hit by all taxiation
Why must I strive to make a dime
When I don't get satisfaction of the time.

Men have come and some have left
I wonder why we are still in a heft
You got to work or society will hollar
But all they want is the dollar.

From this I would like to refrain
But all my efforts are in vain.

THE CHARACTER JUDGER

There once was a fellow whom everyone's character
he would judged, he even swore he did it without a

grudge, About others his brain was in high gear,
And at other's actions he would snear, For to Judge
others he really had no right, But he had no fear
to put on others his bite, Why must people strive
To be this way, why can't he in his own place stay,
For I wish other characters not to hack, For I have
much behind my own back, Why can't we live and let
alone, And against others never groan.

Why don't we let others alone I insist, And try hard
not to fight them with foot and fist, Against no one,
I could be so strong, For I realize some parts of my
own life are wrong.
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Author Unknown

The Sunlight

The sunlight shatters the silence
and awakens the glen

to all the joys of living
that till now have gone unbeen.

The clover becomes the stage
with characters galore,

and the play speeds along
with directions unsure.

All is happy
and all enjoy

without a doubt,
all that happens

which they know nothing about.
The play finishes

and the curtain comes down
and the glen goes to sleep

with nothing found.

Author Unknown

A Dichotomy

Yes, this is a great nation,
Lots of drugs but sex education.
The streets are filled with perverts,
And we get smog alerts.
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William McGonagall

The Newport Railway

Success to the Newport Railway,
Along the braes of the Silvery Tay,
And to Dundee straightway,
Across the Railway Bridge o' the Silvery Tay,
Which was opened on the 12th of May,
In the year of our Lord 1879,
Which will clear all expenses in a very short time
Because the thrifty housewives of Newport
To Dundee will often resort,
Which will be to them profit and sport,
By bringing cheap tea, bread, and jam,
And also some of Upton's ham,

Which will make their hearts feel light and gay,

And cause them to bless the openingday
Of the Newport Railway.

The train is most beautiful to be seen,
With its long, white curling cloud of steam,
As the train passes on her way
Along the bonnie braes o' the Silvery Tay.

And if the people of Dundee
Should feel inclined to have a spree,
I am sure 'twill fill their hearts with glee
By crossing o'er to Newport,
And there they can have excellent sport,
By viewing the scenery beautiful and gay,
During the livelong summer day,

And then they can return at night
With spirits light and gay,
By the Newport Railway,
By night or by day,
Across the Railway Bridge o' the Silvery Tay.

Success to the undertakers of the Newport Railway,
Hoping the Lord will their labours repay,
And prove a blessing to the people
For many a long day
Who live near by Newport
On the bonnie braes o' the Silvery Tay.
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William McGonagall

Montrose

Beautiful town of Montrose, I will now commence my lay,

And I will write in praise of thee without dismay,
And in spite of all your foes,
I will venture to call thee Bonnie Montrose.
Your beautiful Chain Bridge is magnificent to be seen,
Spanning the river Esk, a beautiful tidal stream,
Which abounds with trout and salmon,
Which can be had for the catching without any gammon.

Then as for the Mid Links, it is most beautiful to be seen,
And I'm sure is a very nice bowling green,
Where young men can enjoy themselves and inhale the pure air,

Emanating from the sea and the beautiful flowers there,
And as for the High Street, it's most beautiful to see,
There's no street can surpass it in the town of Dundee,
Because it is so long and wide,
That the people can pass on either side
Without jostling one another or going to any bother.

Beautiful town of Montrose, near by the seaside,
With your fine shops and streets so wide,
'Tis health for the people that in you reside,
Because they do inhale the pure fragrant air,
Emanating from the pure salt wave and shrubberies growing

there;
And the inhabitants of Montrose ought to feel gay,

Because it is one of the bonniest towns in Scotland at the

present day.
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Author Unknown

Right

Is it right to fly a kite
Or a waste of precious time while trying for more insight
Is it right to condone the falling rain
Weather control an ordain
Is it right to cancel tomorrow
If it will only bring sorrow
Is it right to distinguish what is right
When I 'm flying a kite
Or working for the smog board
Drinking martinis for an encore

Is it right to help a friend in need
And give him something we both think is no misdeed
And is only known in a later year
When we might not even be hear to appear
That what I gave him was a smear

I know what is right I know
Cotton tail frisking around in the snow
The muffle of a deer and doe
Today I worked the garden helped the flowers grow
And understand their potential so

No misdeeds will wipe away the show

Give a day rest give a day work
Keep smooth the jerk
Encompass all life before I decide
Whether to live me or died
My friend my fear
Be with me near
When I pretend I am sincere
And shed a lurking tear
I call my words truth
To keep me in my youth
As you age
Away from this page
To a premature death test
Radioactive unrest
Is it right to hurt an eggless nest
One already destroyed by a foul pest
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In the name of mankind king of the vine
But I love the roots as well as the fruits enshrine
That which helps me always to shine
Only just that bright to keep the design
Developing along the right or maybe the wrong line

Joe Chickering

Loyalty

One word we should ponder much,
Loyalty is the word as such,
Loyalty to those far and near,
Especially to the ones we hold so dear.

To the friends we make as we go thru life,
With its human struggles, woes, and strife
To be loyal is the greatest of them all,
Whether we be Great, or somewhat small.

I like that word and as such,
It should be thought about a lot,
And practiced much.

A Song

To write a song, think, meditate and pray--
Do not delay, do it now --today.
That is the way to write a song.
That's what to do without delay,
Write that song Now? -- Today.
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Joseph Allen Abel

Get To It

The leaves are falling day and night

If a person were progressing he also might
And that is all the more for my say
Look on this life and meditate
For as I see it you should not hesitate
The wonders are near the wonders are far

If you cannot think take a car
There is always a star for he who looks

So dear reader get to the books

Reverie

Of the teenless millions from whence she has come
I knew all at once that she was the one
As I gazed upon the most clearest countenance
I seem to imagine I have lost confidence
Her eyes were as shiny as chinks of ice
The hair so silky it very well did entice
I chanced a moment to gather my thoughts
Could this be the maiden whom I have sought
Not trying to relize but rather to dream
I noticed myself on a shimmering stream
There were birds and flowers and the usual thing
All except love which hung by a string
I then quite suddenly was drawn to the present
Not knowing that it all was only reminescent
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Name Withheld

CENTRAL NORTH YORK, WINTER

Philosophic dilemma of the maniac snow plough. To

transcend caterpillar, or alter organic structure with
wi ngs

.

A flurry magnified in the slant of emergent light
barrelling down Civic Square as if by its own machination.
A brightening of the polygonal crystals in sloping illu-

mination fissured by its flashing gold glass eye. Music
echos from four corners of the darkness. Geometries of the

municipal concrete terminate. Evolutionary leap from the

brink of species, onto the elongated rectangle of ice.

A figure, invisible through windshield condensation,
looming at the mid-point of the radiating beam. Astounded,
luminous, the skater in panic emitting eidetic scream.
The grinding of gears. The manifestation of the flashing
gold light is circular in the undulant clusters of frozen
refractions already parting before the irrefutable blade.
The pain of the sensorium. Cessation of movement.

A brightening of the polygonal crystals in sloping
illumination fissured by a red ambulant eye. Police radio
silences inquisitive roving mass-communications media
representative. Identity suppressed until familial
connections contacted, as one skate and the negligible
remnants of the expiring victim bleed into hydrogen two
parts oxygen.

The maniac snow plough dilemma. Unable to transcend
genera, species. Immutably caterpillar.
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Richard Truhlar

CLOSURES (for Misha Chocholak)

everything is platforms and

lost luggage
the graceful futility of description
imposed on speech

appetite becomes
hallucination: food crossing the intersection
of need and desire
so

the inoccupation of bodies
aboard a plane at 35,000 feet is

a spider silence

yet there are no webs
only
the intimacy of relief
as the flight ends

this is paper time
the vertigo of notation where
to be able to write is exfoliation

words never die

but corrupt
fragment under the action of the clock

figures of the masked
discourse
are merely memoirs of an amnesiac, so

the festival of affects is

a modern eroticism: history existing
as the ruins of memory
echo of what cannot stop talking
and a vague scopic pulsion
writes "still present"
when no-one is there

silence
fissures in the crust of language
opposed to chronicle

intelligent silence
something altogether different
from biography
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Could this be the world's worst poem?

HELLO, MUNCIE/

Hel lo,Muncie/ Muncie, Indiana
the town by the road,

in the spring you make a sheen,
where the other towns have bean,
you're my kind of town.

People laughing and working,
going to the river for a prune,

in time to the tune,
leases a piece of rock formations,
tell me, are they from the moon?

It is night and the city
is a glow,
the people, most of them are in bed,

waiting for the next day,

to work for another dollar,
and another month's pay.
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